One conspicuous feature of several larger bird species is their annual migration in V-shaped or echelon formation. When birds are flying in these formations, energy savings can be achieved by using the aerodynamic up-wash produced by the preceding bird. As the leading bird in a formation cannot profit from this up-wash, a social dilemma arises around the question of who is going to fly in front? To investigate how this dilemma is solved, we studied the flight behavior of a flock of juvenile Northern bald ibis (Geronticus eremita) during a human-guided autumn migration. We could show that the amount of time a bird is leading a formation is strongly correlated with the time it can itself profit from flying in the wake of another bird. On the dyadic level, birds match the time they spend in the wake of each other by frequent pairwise switches of the leading position. Taken together, these results suggest that bald ibis cooperate by directly taking turns in leading a formation. On the proximate level, we propose that it is mainly the high number of iterations and the immediacy of reciprocation opportunities that favor direct reciprocation. Finally, we found evidence that the animals' propensity to reciprocate in leading has a substantial influence on the size and cohesion of the flight formations.
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formation flight | cooperation | social dilemma | reciprocity A considerable portion of the worldwide bird population performs biannual long-distance migrations (1, 2) . These journeys impose large energetic costs on the animals, and as a consequence, mortality is considerably higher during migration than at any other time of the year (3). Reasons for this increased mortality during migration include suppressed immune response, starvation, and dehydration, among others (4, 5) . In greater snow geese (Chen caerulescens), for example, mortality during the autumn migration was estimated at 5% for adult birds and up to 35% for juvenile birds (6) . At least a part of this increased mortality can be directly or indirectly linked to the physical exertion during migration flights. Consequently, there should be a strong selection pressure-especially on young birds during their first migration-to minimize energy expenditure during migratory flights and increase the chance of survival. Traveling in close, structured groups has been proposed as an energy-saving strategy, with savings being accrued through positive aero-or hydrodynamic interactions between members of the group (7) (8) (9) (10) . Flight in V-shaped or echelon formation by birds is perhaps the most prominent example of this. The precise aerodynamic interactions in a flock have been the subject of detailed theoretical and, more recently, empirical studies (2, 7, (11) (12) (13) (14) . During flight, high-pressure air under the wings flows around the tips to a region of low air pressure above the wings. This flow forms two vortices in the bird's wake, produced by regions of upwash outboard of the wings, and a central region of downwash immediately behind the bird (7, 13) . This up-wash can provide a following bird with extra lift, reducing their requirements for weight support. Theoretical calculations, based on fixed-wing aerodynamic theory, suggest that by flying in this up-wash region at optimal wing-tip spacing, birds could save more than 50% of their energy costs relative to unaccompanied solo flight (7, 12, 13) .
Analyses of photographs of geese formations suggested that birds fly in a position where they can potentially profit from the beneficial up-wash, although their wing-tip spacings were typically away from the optimal position, and energy savings were estimated to be between 10% and 14% only (13, 14) . However, photographs taken from the ground will only provide snapshots of information from long-distance migratory flights and crucially lack information about precise positioning and height. Recent advances in bio-logging have now allowed the study of this phenomenon in greater detail. The first study to provide empirical evidence that energetic savings can be garnered from V-formation flight was done by Weimerskirch et al. (15) , who demonstrated that heart rate, a proxy for energy expenditure, was lower in those birds flying in the middle of a V-formation compared with the bird positioned at the front. Studying the migratory flight pattern of a group of Northern bald ibises (Geronticus eremita), Portugal et al. (16) demonstrated that birds, when flying in Significance Cooperation in animals is an enigma because it contravenes the basic notion that evolution favors selfish genes that promote only their own well-being. Bird migration in organized V-shaped or echelon formations constitutes such a cooperation dilemma. We show that juvenile Northern bald ibis (Geronticus eremita) cooperate by taking turns and precisely matching times they spend in the advantageous trailing position and in the disadvantageous front position. This time matching is done on a pairwise level. Furthermore, we found evidence that the animals' propensity to reciprocate in leading has a substantial influence on the size and cohesion of the flight formations. This study shows that direct reciprocation can enable cooperation between animals in a natural context. formation, favored positions that allowed them to profit from the up-wash. Furthermore, the birds also coordinated their wing flaps with a phase shift mechanism such that their wingtips followed the path of the preceding bird's wing tips through the air, allowing them to maximize the capture of beneficial up-wash through positive aerodynamic interactions.
However, not all birds in a formation can profit to the same extent. In particular, the leading individual in the front will have no energetic advantage in comparison with flying alone. Consequently, a cooperation dilemma arises around the question of who is going to fly in the front position? From an evolutionary perspective, cooperation between unrelated individuals is difficult to explain as it seems to contravene the basic notion that natural selection favors "selfish" genes that promote only their own well-being. Game theoretic models have been repeatedly applied to explain under which conditions cooperation can be an evolutionary stable strategy (17) (18) (19) . Formation flight in migrating birds resembles a multiplayer volunteer's dilemma where at least one individual in a group has to volunteer (by flying in the front position) to produce a public good, from which all other individuals can profit either directly or indirectly (by flying in the wake of the leader or another bird). For the case where individuals play mixed strategies, i.e., they volunteer with a given probability, there exists a certain probability value for volunteering which is an evolutionary stable strategy (20) . That is, in a population where all individuals volunteer with a certain probability, single individuals cannot gain higher fitness by volunteering more or less frequently. The value for this probability depends on the group size and the expected benefits and costs (20, 21) .
To investigate how this cooperation dilemma can be resolved, we equipped a group of juvenile Northern bald ibis with highprecision global positioning system/inertial measurement unit (GPS/IMU) data loggers (22, 23) that allowed us to monitor the flight behavior of all individuals within the flock during a humanguided autumn migration. In this study, we could, for the first time to our knowledge, determine the relative position of the birds to each other during free-flying migratory flight-a feat that was made possible due to recent advances in sensor technology. These data enable us to estimate how much time each bird spent leading a formation or trailing another bird.
Results
During the migratory flight, the birds formed a cohesive flock with a median distance to the center of mass of the flock of 5.0 m (range, 3.6-11.2 m; Fig. S1B ). Summing up relative positions of the birds over the whole flight, we find a blurred V-shaped formation ( Fig. S1A and Movie S1), although the overall formation shape was variable over time (16) . Positions of individuals within the flock changed frequently (Fig. S2 ), but individuals were most often in an area where-according to aerodynamic theory-they can profit from the up-wash produced by the wings of the preceding bird (16) . Based on these findings, we defined that a bird was in the wake of another bird if it was at a given time point in a rectangular area of up to 3 m behind and 1.6 m lateral to either side of the preceding bird (see SI Text and Table S1 for a discussion of this criterion). On average, birds spent 32 ± 12% of their time in the wake of another bird, although bouts of continuous flying in the wake of another bird were relatively short (median, 2 s; interquartile range, 1-4 s; maximum, 41 s), and birds frequently changed the conspecific they followed, resulting in 241 ± 74 bouts of in-wake flying per bird for a flight of 39 km.
Based on our definition of "in-wake," we can define a formation (in contrast to a flock) as any assemblage of animals consisting of one leading bird and one or more trailing birds flying either in the wake of the leading bird or of one of the other trailing birds (Fig. 1F) . Thus, although the size of the flock was constant during the flight (n = 14), formation sizes-the number of animals constituting a formation-were highly variable depending on whether individuals were flying close enough to be considered as constituting a formation. We observed pair formations consisting of only two individuals most often, making up 60.7% where vertices indicate individuals and a direct edge is drawn from vertex i to vertex j if bird i was in the wake of bird j, where "in the wake" is defined as being within an area of 3 m behind and 1.6 m lateral to the preceding bird. Behind and lateral are defined relative to the flight direction of the preceding bird (indicated by white arrows inside the vertices). In this hypothetical example, a flock of seven birds, consisting of one formation of four individuals (an asymmetric V-formation), a separate pair formation of two individuals (echelon formation), and an isolated bird would be represented by a graph consisting of two weakly connected components of sizes four and two, respectively, and one isolated vertex.
of all formations, whereas formations of three or four birds made up 30.8% and formations of more than four birds was 8.5%. The largest formation observed consisted of 12 birds. With a typical group size (24) of 3.00 ± 0.25 animals (n = 14; Table S2 ) individuals did not differ markedly in their tendency for flying in pair formations or larger formations.
Comparing the time a bird was flying in the wake of another bird and the time it was leading a formation, we find a high correlation of r = 0.78 (Pearson correlation, n = 14, CI 95 Fig. 1B ). Fig. 1D shows the percentages of the total flight time that birds spend in the wake of each other on the dyadic level. For concordance on the dyadic level, we get a Pearson product moment correlation coefficient of r = 0.75, and a Mantel matrix permutation procedure with 10,000 permutations shows that this value is much larger (+6.1σ) than the expected value for randomized associations (Fig. 1E) . That means that the time individual i spends in wake of individual j is highly correlated with the time individual j spends in wake of individual i. We found differences in the average distance that pairs of birds kept during the flight. Thus, to control for effects of spatial closeness, we added a partial matrix correlation, partialing out the average distance of the birds to each other (Methods). The partial correlation coefficient for dyadic inwake flying, controlling for spatial distance, was slightly lower but still much higher than the expected value for random associations (r = 0.64, +6.2σ). This high correlation is even more striking considering the fact that the birds differed in body mass and physiological condition and might, consequently, have differing energetic demands.
The flock consisted of three pairs of siblings and eight genetically unrelated individuals. The birds were hand raised in four different nests, so that 12 birds each had three nest mates in the flock and two birds had one nest mate. To control for the potential influence of genetic relatedness or common rearing history, we used additional hierarchical matrix correlations where the partial correlation coefficient was calculated either only for unrelated individuals or only for non-nestmates. In both cases, we compared the observed partial correlation coefficients with expected values based on hierarchical matrix permutation procedures. Being in front of a bird was highly correlated with being in the wake of the same bird both for unrelated individuals (r = 0.67, +6.3σ) and for non-nestmates (r = 0.62, +5.5σ). Interestingly, however, the amount of time individuals fly in the wake of each other during the migration flight is not clearly correlated with their social affinity on the ground as measured with nearest-neighbor protocols (r = −0.09, σ = 1.1).
The position of individuals within a formation changes frequently. Here it is of interest whether birds tend to directly swap position on a dyadic level-that is, bird i can fly in the wake of bird j directly after bird j was flying in the wake of bird i. Such direct swaps occurred relatively frequently (median: 57 swaps per bird; interquartile range: 47-66), and the time gap between the end of the first bout and the onset of the following bout was overall very short (median, 1 s; interquartile range, 0-8 s; all dyads pooled; Fig. S3E ). To see whether such direct swaps of position occur more frequently than expected due to chance alone, we compared the number of observed direct swaps with estimates for the expected numbers of direct swaps for two randomization models based on 1,000 randomly permuted data streams. For the first model, we assumed that birds have individual preferences for other birds and select them as their trailing birds with a probability proportional to their preference. As an estimate for their preference, we took the observed time of in-wake flying behind the respective bird. The observed proportions of direct swaps (0.16-0.33 of all changes) were, for all 14 birds, higher than the expected proportions (0.01-0.11) based on the randomized model, where we assumed choice of the leading bird proportional to individual preference. In all 14 cases, the difference was larger than 1.96σ, and on average the difference was 23.3σ ( Fig. 2) , indicating that direct swaps were, indeed, much more common as we would expect if animals chose their preceding bird according to social preference. For the second model, we assumed that birds select their trailing bird based on spatial proximity at the time of swapping. How strongly the distance influences the choice of the trailing bird was again based on estimates derived from the observed data (Methods). The predictions for the proportion of direct swaps were much closer to the observed values than those of the previous model; although the observed number of direct swaps was, on average, still 1.5σ higher than the predicted one, the observed value for direct swaps was, in only 5 of 14 cases, outside the 95% CI for the expected value, and some birds even showed a reversed trendwith fewer direct swaps as predicted (Fig. 2) . Thus, overall spatial proximity at the time of swapping seems to be a better predictor for direct turn-taking than social preference for specific birds.
Given an overall flocking tendency, birds will occasionally find themselves in an aerodynamically advantageous area behind another bird, even if they do not actively seek out such a position. To resolve, whether the observed percentages for in-wake flying are higher than those expected to happen in a flock by chance alone, we simulated migratory flights by randomizing the observed data in a way that destroys the original spatiotemporal correlations between individuals but keeps essential characteristics of the flight behavior: the flock cohesion (measured as the birds' distance to the center of mass of the flock), average flight speed and altitude, and the distribution of acceleration patterns (axial, lateral, and dorso-ventral; SI Text). Simulating 1,000 flights, we got expected values for times of in-wake flying of 1.01%, CI 95 [1.0, 1.02], and an expected correlation between flying in-the wake of another bird and leading of r = 0.27, CI 95 [−0.24, 0.68]; both are clearly lower than the observed values (32% and r = 0.78, respectively).
Finally, given the strong indication that in-wake flying in this group of bald ibis was primarily governed by direct dyadic reciprocation, we ought to know whether the observed formation sizes are also indicative for such a social strategy. In other words: does the distribution of observed formation sizes match with the expected distribution assuming individual preferences for flying in the wake of specific birds? For this purpose, we compared the observed distribution of formation sizes with two different models. In the first model, we calculated the distribution for expected formation sizes assuming that each individual has a certain propensity to fly in the wake of another bird. It can be seen that model I predicts the observed formation sizes reasonably well (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for goodness of fit: g max = 0.23, P = 0.89; Fig. 3 ), although it underestimates the number of pair formations while slightly overestimating the number of larger formations. In the second model, we assumed additionally that each bird differentiates between conspecifics and has a different propensity for following each individual bird. This time the model overestimates the number of pair formations and underestimates the occurrence of larger formations (g max = 0.46, P = 0.12). This result suggests that the observed formation sizes can be largely explained by a mixture of two simple models that assumes that the birds have (i) a certain tendency to fly behind another bird and (ii) preferences for specific individuals. Additional assumptions about group coordination, communication, or other mechanisms to increase group adhesion are not required.
Discussion
Formation flight in migrating birds is a cooperation dilemma, because only the trailing birds can profit from the beneficial upwash produced by the leading bird. On this migration leg, all birds managed to fly in the wake of another bird for a notable proportion of the whole flight time. This finding and the high correlation on the individual level between leading a formation and flying in the wake of another bird are in line with the notion that the birds actively seek positions in the wake of other birds and that they take turns in leading. However, as a single observational study cannot deliver unequivocal proof that these findings imply cooperation based on direct reciprocity, we would like to discuss potential alternative explanations for the observed patterns before elaborating more on the evidence for direct reciprocation and its potential implications. First, we have to consider the possibility that birds travel in flocks, where each bird is trying to stay close to the other birds, but without actively seeking to get into an aerodynamically advantageous trailing position. We used a simulation approach to generate predicted values for the proportion of in-wake flying and the correlations for leading and following that we should expect in such a case. As the observed values were much higher than the predicted ones (i.e., 32% of in-wake flying as contrasted to an expected value of 1%; Results), we argue that this assumption alone cannot sufficiently explain the reported patterns. A second possibility to consider is that the birds actively try to form formations but that they are indifferent about their position within those formations. Direct swaps of position would simply be a result of the leading bird getting exhausted and falling back. In such a case, we should expect that times of in-wake flying would be distributed more or less evenly over all dyads, but this was clearly not the case. Furthermore, if exhaustion of the leading bird was responsible for swaps of position, we should expect that (i) swaps are initiated by the leading bird by losing speed, (ii) the length of bouts should decrease with time as birds should tire, and (iii) the average time in the leading position should be correlated with the strength of the birds. We could not find support for any of these predictions (Figs. S4F and S5).
Finally, it could be the case that individuals are not cooperating but competing to be in an advantageous position. Given the high percentage of achieved in-wake flying, strong competition seems implausible; however, as we cannot make quantitative predictions for expected times of in-wake flying under competition, we cannot exclude this possibility. The short duration of bouts of in-wake flying and the high number of switches are, generally, in line with predictions for a competitive scenario. However, under strong competition, the time that a bird can stay in the favorable position should depend on its resource holding potential. As body mass is a good indicator for social dominance and energy reserves (within sex and age class), we would expect that heavier birds will be more often in the favorable position. According to aerodynamic theory, on the other hand, heavier birds should have a slightly higher optimal travel speed and might, therefore, gain less from following lighter birds. However, we could not find any evidence for either of these two opposing effects (Fig. S5 ).
Andersson and Wallander (25) suggested that formation flight in flocks with intermediate or low levels of relatedness could be established by birds reciprocating in taking the lead. Both theoretical and empirical studies have shown that reciprocation in a multiplayer setting is prone to defection and a rather unstable strategy, because it is based on reputation building or image scoring-that requires detailed book keeping of the actions of all other group members (26) (27) (28) (29) . Reciprocation is easier to maintain on a dyadic level (30) (31) (32) . The fact that the majority of observed formations are pair formations consisting of only two individuals and the high correlation of in-wake flying on the dyadic level support the idea that direct reciprocation in terms of mutual leading is the key for solving the cooperation dilemma of formation flight in the ibis. This idea is further corroborated by the high percentage of direct swaps and the finding that the distribution of observed formation sizes closely matched the expected distribution for a model based on dyadic attraction. We must note that there might be also alternative explanations for the observed distribution of formation sizes with its high proportion of pair formations. Modeling formation flight using insights from control theory, Seiler et al. (33) argued that oscillations in the relative lateral positioning of the birds accumulate, making it inherently difficult for birds further back in the line to keep the lateral distance to the preceding bird. The strength of dyadic ties during the flight seems not to be correlated with social proximity on the ground, although this observation is in line with findings in pigeons, where social hierarchies on the ground cannot predict leader-follower relationships in the air (34) .
We argue that five characteristics of the migration flight are prone to increase the success of direct reciprocation. First, the payoff structure of in-wake flying resembles the structure of a snowdrift game. In the snowdrift game, a noncooperator meeting a cooperator gains the highest payoff, but a noncooperator meeting another noncooperator earns even less from an interaction than a cooperator meeting a noncooperator (SI Text). The iterated snowdrift game is more favorable for the emergence of cooperation than the infamous iterated prisoner's dilemma (29, 35, 36) . In the prisoner's dilemma, a co-operator who is exploited by a defector is worse off than a defector who cannot exploit anyone, though this is not the case in the formation flight, where defectors are effectively free riders, who do profit from cooperators but who do not incur any additional costs on them. Second, repeated bouts of in-wake flying facilitate cooperation. The more often two individuals interact in situations where they can cooperate, the higher the potential gains of mutual cooperation (32) . For example, the high numbers of opportunities for cooperation have been put forward as one explanation for successful cooperation in the cleaner wrasse (37) . In the Northern bald ibis, we observed between 100 and 300 bouts of following per bird during 43 min. Extrapolating these numbers we can expect several thousand* bouts of following per individual over the whole migration. As Northern bald ibis travel in small, stable groups, this gives ample opportunity for reciprocation and should constitute a high incentive for keeping up cooperation.
Third, bouts of leading and following occur close in time. In general, long delays reduce the likelihood for cooperation because long time gaps increase the risk that the interaction partner disappears and no further interactions take place. As a consequence, animals should discount the value of future interactions the more distant in time they are, and empirical studies have provided evidence that this is, indeed, the case (38, 39) . Temporal closeness should, on the other hand, facilitate cooperation. The mutual grooming in impala (Aepyceros melampus) has been suggested as one example where the instant switching of the roles facilitates cooperation (40) (41) (42) . Furthermore, immediate switching is cognitively less demanding as individuals do not have to memorize outcome and identities of many interactions. In fact, if switches follow instantly, a low-key mechanism like generalized reciprocity (43, 44) can be sufficient to ensure that an altruist becomes the next beneficiary. For the Northern bald ibis, the gap between one bout of in-wake flying and the following bout with reversed roles was in the majority of cases equal or less than one second-clearly a time interval short enough to facilitate reciprocation. Fourth, the potential gains from continued cooperation are high. Theoretical models predict that altruistic acts become more likely the higher the benefit for the receiver in relation to the cost for the donor of a good or service (17) . One classical example where such conditions have been observed under natural conditions is food donations in vampire bats (45) . At night, vampire bats forage on vertebrate blood before they return to their social roosting sites for the day. Bats that failed to feed in one night risk dying from starvation but they are helped by conspecifics that feed them with regurgitated blood. The costs for the donor of blood are high, but the benefits for the starving bat are still much higher. In migrating birds, the situation is in a way comparable: given that up to 35% of juvenile birds do not survive the first autumn migration and exhaustion plays a major role in most casualties, it can be expected that any energy savings during migration flights translate directly into increased survival probability and, hence, have a strong impact on an individual's fitness.
Fifth, flocks of juvenile Northern bald ibis are likely to contain a noteworthy proportion of related individuals. Relatedness between individuals increases the likelihood for the evolution of cooperation due to kin selection (46) , and this has been suggested as a candidate explanation for formation flight in small flocks of related individuals (25) . A behavioral gene that promotes the well-being of other individuals at a cost to the carrier can still increase in frequency if the beneficiaries of the behavior carry, due to common descent, the same gene. Our study flock consisted of three pairs of siblings and eight unrelated individuals. In this respect, the group composition roughly resembles natural migration troops, where juveniles of one breeding colony, containing a certain percentage of siblings, are believed to migrate together. Although such a level of overall relatedness is not in itself sufficient to guarantee cooperation, it reduces the threshold for the cost-benefit ratio below which cooperation becomes the dominant strategy.
As the evolution of cooperation between unrelated individuals seems to be in conflict with the notion that natural selection promotes selfish genes, its existence always asks for an explanation. Although a range of alternative accounts cannot be rigorously excluded, from hypothetical aerodynamic models to speculations concerning physiology, direct reciprocation seems to be the most convincing account for our observations. In the case of migrating Northern bald ibis, it seems to be facilitated ultimately by the favorable payoff structure, an intermediate level of relatedness between group members, and potentially high gains. On the proximate level, we propose that it is mainly the high number of iterations and the immediacy of reciprocation opportunities that favor direct reciprocation. Over 40 y ago, Trivers (32) suggested reciprocal altruism as a means for maintaining mutual beneficial cooperation in social animals. However, empirical evidence for the existence of such a mechanism in natural systems remained sparse ever since. The V-formation flight of Northern bald ibis does not only provide a convincing example for reciprocal altruism in animals, but it also delivers hints for the conditions that might have favored its evolution.
Methods
Subjects. Subjects were 14 juvenile Northern bald ibis (Geronticus eremita) that were hand-reared by human foster parents at Salzburg Zoo (Austria) and trained to follow an ultralight paraplane (powered parachute; Fig. S6 ) to learn a new migration route from Salzburg (Austria) to Orbetello (Italy) as part of an ongoing research and conservation program by Waldrappteam. All birds hatched in March 2011 (Table S2 ) and were imprinted onto human foster parents (S. Heese and D. Trobe). An extended discussion how this might influence the behavior of the birds is given in SI Text. In July, the birds began training flights behind a paraplane (Fig. S6) . At the end of July, birds were equipped with leg-loop harnesses and dummy loggers to habituate them to the procedure of being equipped with loggers and carrying an additional mass (∼3.5% of the body mass of the smallest bird) during the migration. The mass of the loggers was 23 g. Given a mean body mass of 1,308 g for the birds, this was below the recommended 5% limit for flying animals (47) . Experimental protocols were approved by the Royal Veterinary College (London) Ethics and Welfare Committee. (22, 23) . After 1 h of flight, the loggers were removed at a short stop-over near Altenmarkt an der Triesting (48°1′ N 15°58′ E), and the birds finished the remainder of the journey without loggers. The maximal altitude for the flight bout was roughly 700 m a.s.l. (∼400 m above ground), and the birds followed the paraplane at a distance of, on average, 147 m, typically to the left hand side. GPS was recorded at 5 Hz, and data were postprocessed differentially over a short baseline between base station and birds (Dataset S1), using Waypoint software Data Processing. For each time point, we calculated the relative position of each bird to every other bird in the flock. If a bird was within a rectangular area of up to 3 m behind and 1.6 m lateral (to either side) of another bird, where behind refers to 180°relative to the current flight direction of the preceding bird and lateral refers to 90°or 270°, respectively, and the difference in the altitude of the two birds was less than 1 m, then we considered the bird as flying in the wake of the preceding bird (see SI Text for *As it is possible that the frequency of bout-switches changes in the course of the migration due to experience, energetic demands, or varying weather and flight conditions, we cannot give a more precise estimate.
a discussion of this criterion). If, based on this definition, the bird was in wake of more than one individual, we considered it as being in wake of the closest individual in the front of it. Next, we condensed the temporal resolution from 5 to 1 Hz, by splitting the data stream into time bouts of 1 s each, and considering a bird as in-wake during this second, if it was recorded as in-wake for at least three of the five sample points within that second.
Models for the Expected Formation Size and Direct Swaps.
We compare the distribution of observed formation sizes with the expected distributions for two null models. For model I, we make the assumption that individuals have given propensities to fly in the wake area of another bird. As estimates for these propensities, we take the observed frequencies of in-wake flying. For model II, we make the additional assumption that birds have individual preferences for other birds. As estimates for these preferences, we take the observed frequencies of dyadic in-wake flying. We define a direct swap as a change of position in a formation where a bird i flying in the wake of bird j is subsequently flying in front of bird j such that bird j is in the wake of bird i, without any other bird being in the wake of bird i between these bouts of in-wake flying. We compared the observed number of direct swaps with expected numbers based on two different models. For the first null model, we assumed choice of the leading individual proportional to individual preferences. For the second null model, we assumed that the choice of the leading bird is influenced by spatial proximity at the time of switching (see SI Text for details for all models).
Matrix Correlation. For dyadic in-wake data, we calculated the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient. As dyadic data involving the same individuals are not statistically independent, we used a nonparametric matrix permutation procedure introduced by Mantel (49) to produce a null distribution for the correlation coefficient. For partialing out the effect of spatial proximity, we performed an additional partial matrix correlation (50) by calculating the partial correlation coefficient as
where r xy,z is the correlation between the time spent leading (x) and the time spent trailing (y) for each pair of birds with the effect of average spatial distance of the birds removed, r x,y is the correlation between the time spent leading (x) and the time spent trailing (y) for each pair of birds, and r x,z and r y,z are the correlations between the average spatial distance of the birds with the time spent leading or following, respectively. To account for relatedness or common rearing environment, we made additional hierarchical matrix permutations, where the interaction matrix was rearranged as to group related individuals (or individuals with common rearing history) and permutations were made only within groups and on the group level.
Throughout the text, CI 95 indicates the 95% parametric CI and ± is the SD. 1-3) . In-wake flying can be paraphrased as a dyadic game where two individuals meet and have to decide how to continue their flight. This game has the following properties: individuals are traveling from one point to another and traveling is associated with some costs c, but reaching the destination brings along a large benefit b. The benefit b of reaching the destination is always larger than the cost c-otherwise traveling would not be a profitable action (3, 4) . However, if one individual can travel in the wake of another individual and use the aerodynamic up-wash, this individual can reduce its travel costs by an amount s. We envisage two strategies: volunteers (V) are individuals who accept if another individual is flying in their wake and do not take any measures either to shake off an individual flying in their wake or to fall back behind another individual to get into its wake; free-riders (F), on the other hand, are individuals who always strive to be in the wake of another individual. If two volunteers meet, flying in approximately the same direction, the one who is slightly ahead of the other will become the leader and the one slightly behind will become the follower who can fly in the leader's wake. Which individual is initially ahead is governed by chance, so that in the long run average of repeated interactions each volunteer will be follower in half of the cases. If a volunteer and a free-rider meet, it is always the volunteer who will take on the leading position and the free-rider will become the follower. If two free-riders meet, both individuals will strive to get into the follower position. We assume that individuals will realize quickly that this does not work and continue their flight separately. However, their initial attempt to get into the rear position is associated with a minimal cost e (as individuals might slow down in an attempt to get behind the other bird and have to accelerate again afterward). We can summarize this in the following payoff matrix:
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whereP XjY is the payoff for an individual playing strategy X, whereas the other individual is playing strategy Y, and by definition b c s > « > 0. Without loss of generality we can subtract the term (b − c) from this payoff matrix, retrieving s=2 0 s −« ;
which shows that the structure of this game is equivalent to the structure of the snowdrift game in terms that the payoffs are ordered as P FjV > P V jV > P V jF > P FjF .
Expected Formation Sizes. To estimate the expected distribution for formation sizes, we calculated for each possible formation the conditional probability for its occurrence given the observed individual preferences for in-wake flying. To estimate the expected distribution for formation sizes, we represent a formation as a directed graph where vertices represent individuals and a directed edge is pointing from vertex i to vertex j if bird i is flying in the wake area of bird j (Fig. 1F) . Based on accumulated observational data on the shape of migratory formations (5-7), we make the following assumptions: (i) a bird can only be in the wake area of one preceding bird, i.e., the maximal out-degree of a vertex is one; (ii) no more than two birds can fly in the wake of a leading bird, i.e., the maximal in-degree of a vertex is two; (iii) lambdashaped formations which are very rarely observed in nature are excluded, i.e., the sum of in-and out-degree of a vertex cannot exceed two; and (iv) graphs are circle free. All graphs that fulfill all four points are called possible formation graphs. Summing up over all rows of the adjacency matrix of the graph, we get a binary column vector v, with v i = 1 if bird i is flying in the wake of another bird and 0 otherwise. We define an outisomorphism class as the class of all possible formation graphs with the same column vector v. Making no further assumptions other than that individuals have given propensities for flying behind some other bird (model I), the expected frequency for out-isomorphism class C j is given by PðC j Þ = Q n i=1 fv j ðiÞ × p i + ½1 − v j ðiÞ × ð1 − p i Þg, where n is the size of the graph (giving the number of individuals) and p i is the probability of observing individual i flying in the wake of another animal at a given time point. Within each out-isomorphism class, all graphs are equally likely to occur, and the probability for observing a specific graph G i ∈ C j is, therefore, given by PðG i Þ = PðC j Þ=jC j j. For each graph, we count the number of weakly connected components, which represent separate formations, of size k, with k = 1. . .n, and multiply their frequencies with the probability of observing the respective graph. Adding up the resulting frequencies for all possible formation graphs, we get the expected frequency estimates for model I for observing formations of size k. For model II, where we assume individual preferences, the probability of observing a specific graph G i is given by PðG i Þ = Q n j=1 Q n k=1 fa j;k ðiÞ × p j;k + ½1 − a j;k ðiÞ × ð1 − p j;k Þg, where a j,k is the element at position j,k of the adjacency matrix A of graph G, and p j, k is the estimated preference of individual j for flying behind individual k, based on the observed frequencies. Expected frequency estimates for formations of size k are calculated in the same way as for model I.
Expected Direct Swaps. To estimate the expected number of direct swaps, we took for each bird the observed bouts of in-wake flying and randomly reshuffled the identity of the leading birds between bouts. Repeating this randomization procedure 1,000 times and counting each time the number of direct swaps, we get expected numbers of direct swaps assuming individual preferences, as the reshuffling procedure only changes the order but not the original observed frequencies for following specific birds. For the second null model, we assumed that the choice of the leading bird is influenced by spatial proximity at the time of switching. For this model, we first estimated the likelihood for selecting a bird at a given distance as the next leading bird conditional on the length of the time gap between bouts, by fitting gamma distributions to the observed frequencies for time gaps of 0-10 s in increments of 1 s and time gaps larger than 10 s. Thereafter, we calculated for each bout of in-wake flying the distance of the trailing bird to all other birds at the end of the bout and the time gap to the next bout, where the respective bird was following another bird, and randomly selected one bird as the future leading bird proportional to the probability for the given time gap that a bird chooses a bird at such a distance.
Definition of the In-Wake Area. As much of the analysis of this study hinges on the definition of the in-wake area, it is of interest how the choice of the threshold values influences the resulting picture of in-wake flying. The definition of in-wake flying used throughout the main text was based on the expectation that the optimal position of a birds' wing tip would be only a few centimeters in-board of the wingtip of the preceding bird. Adding 0.4 m to the wingspan (roughly equivalent to the measurement error plus 0.1 m), we ended up with a maximal distance of 1.6 m lateral. The resulting area might give an overestimation of effective in-wake flying, although we were more concerned about losing valid times of in-wake flying than about adding random noise to the data. Thus, to see how a more stringent criterion would have influenced the results, we compared some fundamental statistics of in-wake flying with those based on different definitions of the in-wake area (Table S1 ). As expected, the average time the birds spend per definition in-wake increases with the size of the in-wake area, and so does the maximal length of in-wake bouts. However, the correlation between flying in the wake of another bird and having another bird in one's wake seems to be a very robust relationship that stays at a very high level for all probed in-wake areas-the smallest one comprising only 17% of the original area.
A Null Model for Expected Times for In-Wake Flying. The average time that individual birds spent in the wake of another bird was 825 s, which was ∼32% of the whole flight time. This amount seems to be a substantial proportion, suggesting that individuals actively seek to fly in these in-wake areas of other birds. However, even if birds do not actively pursue such a strategy, it will happen from time to time that a bird crosses the flight path of another bird and will be in its wake area for a short time. Here, we will estimate the expected time of accidental wake flying that is due to chance alone. This value would be the expected value of a null model contrasting our hypothesis that animals actively establish in-wake flying. For this null model we make following assumptions. (i) Individuals travel in flocks that have approximately the same overall flock cohesion as we observed on this migration leg. This assumption is important because without any spatiotemporal restrictions the probability that a bird would get into the wake area of another bird during its migration from Austria to Italy would be effectively zero. As a measure for the cohesion of the flock, we take the average distance of all birds to the center of mass of the flock at any given time point. (ii) Birds fly on average with the same speed and at the same average altitude as observed. This assumption is again necessary for constructing a valid null model for this specific flight. (iii) Birds have specific acceleration patterns that are close to those observed. This assumption adds biological realism to the null model: there are limits how fast birds can accelerate or slow down, and even within these limits very abrupt changes in speed and direction might be relatively rare. There are two possible ways how to arrive at a useful null model. The first one would be to simulate flights using agent based simulations where birds fly along a given route and random changes in their flight direction and speed are based on likelihood functions, parameterized with values from the observed flight. This approach has two disadvantages. First, the number of parameter to include remains speculative (e.g., how many higher moments for the probability distributions for speed and directional changes to include). Second, it requires a mechanism that preserves the group cohesion. As we do not know how this mechanism works in the birds, we could only suggest an arbitrary mechanism; however, such a mechanism might have side effects on the overall patterns that are difficult to fathom. We therefore opted for an alternative approach that relies on resampling from the original data. This method works as follows. (i) We take the positional data of all birds with a temporal resolution of 5 Hz and calculate their relative position to the center of mass to the flock. (ii) For each bird, we take the stream of relative positional data, cut off a bout of positions from the end of the data stream, and prepend it at the start. The length of this bout is a uniform random variable of minimum 60 and maximum 13,021 (which is the length of the data stream minus 60). (iii) This procedure is repeated five times and basically shuffles substrings like a deck of cards. (iv) We take the reshuffled relative positions and the position of the original center of mass for the flock and calculate fictions absolute positions for the birds. The aim of this procedure is to destroy spatiotemporal correlations between pairs of birds that go beyond those produced by their overall flocking tendency. This procedure has two potential issues. First, we introduce unnatural jumps in the position of the birds at those places where we concatenate the substrings. Although this is an intrinsic problem of this method, we tried to keep its effect minimal by splitting the original data stream only five times. As a result, we get a data stream of length 13,081 out of which the transition between five pairs of consecutive data points (0.038% of the data) are compromised. We argue that this proportion is so small, that we can safely ignore its effect on the overall data. The second question arising is, whether five random cuts are sufficient to speak of a randomized data stream. Here, we can look at the correlation of the original data stream with the randomized version to convince ourselves that this randomization is sufficient (Fig. S5C) . The advantage of this method is that within each substream of the randomized data version, the relative positions are unchanged and hence all of the properties with respect to altitude, direction and speed changes are conserved.
Effects of Human-Guided Migration and Hand Rearing. We considered the effects of a human-guided migration on (i) the aerodynamics during the flight, (ii) the general flight pattern, (iii) group composition, and (iv) the social behavior of the birds. i) Aerodynamics during the flight: For most of the time during the human-guided migration, the birds flew at a relatively large distance to the paraplane. It even happened, from time to time, that the distance between paraplane and birds was that great that the pilot lost sight of the birds (which had repeatedly led to interruptions of the flight, although not during the data collection). During the flight reported here, the average distance of the flock to the paraplane was 147 m (8) . That is, it is highly unlikely that the birds could gain any aerodynamic advantage from the paraplane. During these migrations we gained considerable experience that allowed us to optimize the flight technique of the pilots and to fit it to the requirements of the birds. iii) Group composition: In free-living Northern bald ibis populations the juveniles from different families group together. The data from the European population indicate that during their first autumn migration they do not preferably join their parents but other experienced conspecifics. Thus, the group composition and constellation during the human-guided migration is overall very similar to the natural situation, with the following deviations: (a) hand-raised juveniles were separated from their biological parents already after hatching, whereas under natural conditions, they separate from the parents after fledging; and (b) the flock of hand raised juveniles contains no experienced conspecifics, thus there can be no vertical social learning concerning details of the flight technique. Nevertheless, during their first autumn migration, the hand-raised birds show the same individual and social flight techniques as their free-living conspecifics; i.e., V-formation flight during calm periods of the day and soaring and gliding if thermals are available. iv) Social behavior: The bird group for hand raising was composed of chicks from different zoo breeding groups. Chicks were collected with an age of 2-8 d after hatching; the maximum age difference in the group was 10 d. The chicks were divided into four nest with three to four chicks each nest and an age-graduation with a mean of 2 d. This nest composition resembles the natural situation (10) . Physiological parameters (body weight, food quantity) and social parameters (agonistic interactions, socio-spatial behavior using nearest-neighbor protocols) were collected from fledging until arrival in the wintering area. All parameters were in a regular range, compared with previous year groups, zoo colonies, and nonmigrating free-living colonies. As far as we can judge, the birds developed normal social behavior toward their group members, as we could not see any obvious differences in their social behavior in comparison with zoo populations or the free flying colonies in Tierpark Rosegg and Cumberland Wildpark Grünau, both in Austria. Throughout the whole migration, the birds were provisioned with sufficient amounts of food. This means that we potentially reduced within-group competition for food resources. However, as Northern bald ibis feed on small invertebrates that they swallow at once, their foraging style creates scramble competition, which is less prone to lead to social conflict over food. During resting times, birds were confined to a 6 × 9-m aviary. Although this aviary was rather spacious, it is still possible that the restricted space influenced, e.g., nearestneighbor data collected on the ground (which might be an alternative explanation why we could not find a correlation between social proximity on the ground and in the air).
A B Time (s) Frequency Distance Summary statistics for in-wake flying for different in-wake areas. In-wake time gives the mean percentage of time birds were spending in the in-wake area of another bird, bout duration gives the maximum length of an uninterrupted bout of in-wake flying, typical group size gives the minimum and maximum of the typical group size per individual, and correlation in-wake flying gives the Pearson correlation coefficient and its 95% CI for the correlation of the time spent in the wake of another bird and the time a bird was in the wake of the respective bird. Summary statistics for the 14 individuals of the flock. Individuals were hand-raised in four different nests numbered 1-4. Weight is the body weight at the day of the migratory flight. Ground speed is the average ground speed (km/h) over 43 min of flight from the start to the stop over point, % in-wake: percentages of time an individual spends in the wake (maximal 3m behind and 1.6m lateral) of another bird, % in-front: percentage of time bird spends in the wake (maximal 3m behind and 1.6m lateral) of the individual, % leading a formation: percentage of time an individual spends at the front position of a formation of two or more birds, N of bouts in-wake: number of bouts an individual was in the wake of another bird, N of bouts in front: number of bouts another bird was in the wake of the individual; bout length in wake: mean duration in seconds of the bouts where the individual was in the wake of another bird; bout length in front: mean duration in seconds of the bouts where another bird was in the wake of the individual; Typical group size: mean typical size of the formation an animal was observed in given by 1=ð
, where k is the number of times an individual was flying in a formation and n i is the number of animals in formation i. The distance to the centroid is median distance in meters from the individual to the center of mass of the positions of all individuals over all one-second time frames.
Movie S1. This animation shows the position of the birds in the horizontal plane relative to the center of mass of the flock for a 43-min phase of the second migratory stage. The first 3 min of the flight, which the birds spent circling to gain height, were omitted. The frame captures an area of 100 × 100 m, with the center of mass of the flock in the center of the frame. The animation runs at 80× time lapse, and the arrow in the upper right corner indicates the average travel direction of the 14 birds.
Movie S1
Dataset S1. This file contains the data on which Movie S1 is based Dataset S1
It provides the GPS coordinates (northing, easting, altitude) in meters for all 14 birds at time intervals of 0.2 s. The data are saved as .csv file of 13,089 rows and 42 columns, where columns 1-3 give northing, easting, and altitude for bird 1, respectively, columns 4-6 give northing, easting, and altitude for bird 2, etc.
